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I am excited to present our Spring/Summer catalogue for 2022. You will find
our newest product line, Flame Genie, on page 13 and a deep dive into the
evolution of Gocycle electric bikes on page 6.

Our focus is to offer products that bring a little joy, fun or unexpectedness
into people's lives. We look forward to talking to you. Reach out to us at any
time, and we'll happily answer your questions.

WELCOME
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Gocycle G4

The GoCycle G4 wil l be one of this year ’s hottest

folding electric bikes. Perfect for those who want

to commute, travel , or just want a bike that easi ly

al lows them to bring their bicycle to work or home

easily.

Thanks to the new center frame folding mechanism

on the aluminum, carbon and magnesium frame

that al lows the bike to be folded quicker than any

previous model of GoCycle electric bike.

With the newly designed frame comes a more

powerful motor. The G4drive delivers more torque

and power in a small compact design.

$5499.00

The GoCycle series of folding electric bikes are designed in the UK by the

award winning designer/engineer Richard Thorpe. From his previous job with

McLaren cars, the GoCycle line of electric bicycles takes folding e-bike

design and innovation to another level. Loaded with Technology

these electric bikes are both lightweight and fun to ride.

GOCYCLE3

https://www.jamesfrost.com/gocycle/gocycle-g4


Gocycle G4i

Thanks to the new innovative side-fold-

ing mechanism, the GoCycle G4i can be

folded in a matter of seconds which

makes this such a practical feature for

those riders who want to spend less time

folding their bike and more time riding

their bikes.

With a range of up to 80km (50 miles)

between charges, the GoCycle G4i al lows

for a ful l day's worth of riding. And with

a recharge time of just 3.5 hours! You can

even give the bike a top-up charge

quickly and easily for those longer-day

rides.

$7799.00

Gocycle G4i+

The GoCycle G4i+ is the latest in folding

electric bike technology. The GoCycle

G4i+ is the lightest bike in the line up,

weighing in at only 35.9 lbs. The G4i+

features the same technical specif ication

as the G4i but the wheels being made

with premium lightweight & incredibly

strong carbon fiber.

The GoCycle G4i+ is the perfect-sized

electric folding bike that fits most riders.

It 's ideal for urban commuting, suburban

exploration, camping, boating, or cor-

porate use around or between campuses.

Folding the bike is fast and easy and

takes just a few seconds. Once folded,

the whole bike can be carried easi ly.

$9099.00
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So passionate was Richard

Thorpe about creating the perfect

e-bike that he left a dream design

job with McLaren Cars to dedicate

all of his time to that purpose.

With his experience in designing

lightweight racing car components

and enthusiasm for innovative

engineering excellence, Richard

believed that an e-bike should be

elegant, desirable, a joy to

live with and fun.

automotive engineering
Excellence
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March 2021
The Generation Four Gocycle is offi-

cial ly launched. The new G4 and G4i

models set a new standard for l ight-

weight design, innovation and perform-

ance in the portable urban e-bike seg-

ment.

January 2019
The new fast-folding Gocycle GX model

is official ly launched. Perfect for urban

commuting, the GX folds in under 10

seconds. T3 Magazine crown GX as

2019’s “Best Electric Bike” shortly after

its launch.

September 2016
New Gocycle GS model successful ly fun-

ded in the top 1% of all Kickstarter pro-

jects. Shipping starts internationally

late Summer 2017.

August 2012
Gocycle G2 launched in 2012 being the

electric bike to be digital ly connected

via Bluetooth and again wins the Best

Electric Bike Eurobike award.

January 2002
Karbon Kinetics Limited is founded

by former McLaren Cars design en-

gineer Richard Thorpe.

April 2009
The multi-award winning Gocycle G1

launches in Europe to international me-

dia acclaim, and later that year wins the

Best Electric Bike award at Eurobike

2009.

April 2016
Karbon Kinetics introduces new model

Gocycle G3 in Europe with its automot-

ive inspired Daytime Running Light

(DRL), another first in the industry.
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Chapter Collection

Racer Black

$189.95

Super Moon White

$189.95

Club Navy

$189.95

Designed for urban cycling and skating, Thousand thoughtfully

designs helmets with real riders in mind. Your gear should match

your personal style, not the other way around. The human centered

design process allows Thousand to create gear that will

help you ride safely, comfortably, and in style.

THOUSAND
HELMETS
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Power Pink

$79.00

Carbon Black

$144.95

Rose Gold

$144.95

Speedway Creme

$144.95

Thousand Navy

$144.95

Stealth Black

$144.95

Arctic Grey

$144.95

Stay Gold

$144.95

So Silver

$79.00

Blazing Blue

$79.00

Going Green

$79.00

Thousand Jr. Collection

Heritage Collection

Coastal Blue

$144.95

Terra Cotta

$144.95

Daybreak Red

$144.95

Willowbrook Mint

$144.95

Polished Titanium

$144.95
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BANG & OLUFSEN
Portable Bluetooth speakers are compact and easy to carry – making them

perfect for taking music with you while sti l l enjoying high sound quality.

Bang & Olufsen’s selection of portable speakers can connect via Bluetooth,

making it easy to start playing the music you love, wherever you are.

These speakers are ideal for playing music outdoors, whether you’re work-

ing in the garden, relaxing by the pool or playing your favourite sport. No

matter which Bluetooth speaker you choose, you will be able to take music

with you to the park, the beach or when you go for a walk.
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Beosound Explore
Mountain climbing. Cave diving. And everything in
between. Beosound Explore is a high-performance
outdoor speaker crafted for extremes.

No matter where your adventures take you, the
uncompromising sound quality of the Beosound
Explore will get you there. And with its hardened,
scratch-resistant, and full dust and waterproof shell
you’ll arrive no worse for wear.

$299.00

Beosound A1
Size-defying performance. Performance-
defying elegance. Fully waterproof and
ready to tag along. Or swim along.

With enough volume to fill a room,
Beosound A1 punches way above its size. It
has the largest bass woofer you'll find in this
type of compact speaker, delivering punchy
low end and great dynamics. And its round
shape spreads sound in every direction so
everyone can tune in.

$359.00

Beoplay P6
Feel the freedom of up to 16 hours of rich
and powerful sound in a portable,
expressive Bang & Olufsen design. Beoplay
P6 is where premium sound meets expert
craftsmanship.

Designed with incredible attention to detail
by the award-winning, Danish designer,
Cecilie Manz, Beoplay P6 is shaped to give
even sound distribution to fill a room with
powerful sound while the aluminium body is
curved to give an elegant feel.

$499.00

Beolit 20
Big, crowd-pleasing sound. Deceptively
versatile design. Beolit 20 brings the heat
without missing a beat.

This is 240 watts you can feel. Beolit 20
may be portable, but it packs a punch that
rivals much bigger speakers. A combo of
powerful amplifiers and drivers – including a
wideband woofer for rumbling lows – gives
your music the presence it deserves. And
with 360-degree sound dispersion,
everyone can enjoy it.

$739.00
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BROMIC HEATING
Bromic outdoor heaters are recognized all over the world for superior design and
performance.

Available in distinctive collections, every Bromic outdoor heater is constructed from
premium materials to deliver outdoor heating products that deliver the perfect balance of
performance, reliability and beauty.

Eclipse Electric Heater
The Eclipse Smart-Heat Portable is a
powerful electric outdoor heater that
brings radiant warmth, light and style to
design-focused outdoor spaces. This
portable electric outdoor heater
incorporates ground-breaking heat
transfer technologies that result in a
high-efficiency outdoor heater and
dimmable LED light unit with minimalist,
yet striking design aesthetics.

$4886.00
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Tungsten Portable Heater
Powerful yet easy to maneuver. And up to 3 times
more efficient than traditional Mushroom heaters,
the Bromic Tungsten Portable Gas heater has got
you covered! With its award-winning, matte black
finish, it’s a piece of modern art and a high-
performance radiant heater in one, creating
comfortable warm environments.

This highly-efficient patio heater easily overcomes
winds of up to 8mph and wastes little to no energy
thanks to its use of directional heat, making sure the
heat ends up exactly where it’s needed.

$2978.00

Platinum Gas Heaters
Elegant design without compromises.
The Platinum Gas heater series features a
signature ceramic fascia that provides
efficient and comforting even heat
distribution across a large area. Available
in two sizes with a wide array of
mounting options.

From $2705.00

Tungsten Gas Heaters
Durability meets power. The award-
winning Tungsten Gas heater series
combines high-performance stainless-
steel construction with strong, directional
heating. Available with two power output
levels and a selection of mounting
options.

From $2098.00

Tungsten Electric Heaters
Durability meets power. The Tungsten
Electric heater series offers high-
performance radiant heating to outdoor
and semi-enclosed spaces with a
durable, industrial design style.

From $1013.00

Platinum Electric Heaters
The ultimate in seamless slim-line design.
The award-winning Platinum Electric
heater series is specifically suited to
seamlessly blend into low-clearance and
design-focused spaces. Available with
two power options and a wide array of
mounting options.

From $1737.00
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FLAME GENIE

Be captivated by the mesmerizing

flames while adding a warm glow to

your patio, campsite, or outdoor ad-

venture. Flame Genie’s smoke-free

and spark-free features make it the

perfect backyard, stream-side, or wil-

derness fire pit companion for all

outdoor enthusiasts.
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Flame Genie Fire Pit
Black

• Black High Temperature Paint

Finish

• Ideal for patio use

• Delightful f lame pattern can be

enjoyed for hours

• No more smoky clothes or holes

in fabrics from sparks

• Quick and easy setup and

cleanup

• No more unhappy neighbours

from unwanted smoke

• Available in 16” and 19” Sizes

From $199.95

Flame Genie Fire Pit
Stainless Steel

• Full Stainless Steel Construc-

tion

• Ideal for patio use

• Delightful f lame pattern can be

enjoyed for hours

• No more smoky clothes or holes

in fabrics from sparks

• Quick and easy setup and

cleanup

• No more unhappy neighbours

from unwanted smoke

• Available in 16” and 19” Sizes

From $359.95
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More than just a grill - although it grills exceptionally well - the Big Green Egg offers
versatility unrivaled in the world of outdoor barbecues or even with indoor cooking
appliances. Does it smoke? Superbly. Bake? Beautifully. Roast? To perfection! An EGG
offers cooking flexibility and pure live-fire flavor second to none.

BIG GREEN EGG
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Mini Big Green Egg Kit
A MINI Big Green Egg is the perfect
solution for picnics and tailgating. It is also
a popular size for grilling on apartment
balconies or camping and boating. Leave
those propane canisters at home and enjoy
your favourite campfire meal on the MINI!

From $699.00

Small Big Green Egg Kit
The Small Big Green Egg is an easy fit for
smaller patios and balconies. The Small Big
Green Egg is often used as a companion
for the larger eggs to allow the preparation
of several courses at once.

From $1399.00

Large Big Green Egg Kit
The Large EGG is the most popular size
and a favourite to handle the cooking
needs of most families and gatherings of
friends. Accommodates all EGGcessories
for baking, roasting or smoking. It’s
versatile enough for weekend cookouts or
a small dinner for two.

From $2099.00

MiniMax Big Green Egg Kit
The MiniMax Big Green Egg is proof that
great things come in small packages. The
MiniMax is perfect for camping, poolside
and tailgating. It is built to perform and is
ready to travel wherever your culinary
interests take you.

From $959.00

Medium Big Green Egg Kit
The Medium Big Green Egg is perfectly
sized for smaller families and couples. It
accommodates all the most popular
EGGcessories. You can get all the famous
Big Green Egg versatility and efficiency
with plenty of cooking area in a smaller
package.

From $1699.00

X-Large Big Green Egg Kit
The X-Large Big Green Egg provides a
cooking area that can easily accommodate
meals for large families and cookouts with
all your friends. You can also efficiently
prepare several meals over the coals at
once.

From $2799.00
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Roasted Corn with Cotija
Cheese & Chipotle Butter

Instructions

Set the EGG for direct cooking without the convEGGtor at 400°F/204C°.

Place the corn in a large pan and cover with cold water. Let soak for 1 Hour.

Pull the husks back from each ear of corn and tie them into a bundle with

butcher ’s twine. Completely remove the si lk from each ear. Combine the but-

ter, chi les and salt in a Cast Iron Sauce Pot and mix well . Using a knife or

small spatula, spread 1 tablespoon of the butter evenly over each ear.

Place the corn on the grid with a piece of aluminum foil under each husk to

prevent the husks from burning. Add the sauce pot to the EGG unti l the but-

ter melts. Roast the corn for 6 minutes, basting the corn with the chipotle

butter and turning every 2 minutes. Continue gri l l ing for 6 more minutes, or

unti l the corn is tender.

Transfer the corn to a platter and coat with more chipotle butter. Sprinkle

with the cheese and cilantro. Serve immediately with l ime wedges. Serves 4

Ingredients

• 4 Ears of corn

• 8 tbsp. Unsalted Butter

• 2 tbsp. dried chopped

chipotle peppers

• ¼ tsp. Kosher Salt

• ½ cup crumbled coti ja

cheese

• ¼ cup chopped cilantro

• 1 fresh lime, cut into quar-

ters
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Pineapple Boat Shrimp
Stir Fry

Instructions

Set the EGG for direct cooking without a convEGGtor with the EGGspander

convEGGtor Basket and wok at 350°F/177°C.

Cut the pineapple in half lengthwise. Remove and reserve the interior fruit

leaving ½ inch to ¾ inch of flesh along the edges. Cut the remaining fruit into

chunks and set aside.

Add the canola oil into the wok. Once the wok is very hot, careful ly add bell

peppers cook for about 2 minutes. Season the shrimp with salt and then add

to the wok. Cook another 2 minutes. When the shrimp are almost cooked, add

the teriyaki sauce, Vidalia Onion Sriracha Barbecue sauce, 1 cup of the re-

served pineapple chunks and lime juice. Cook for another 2 minutes or unti l

the shrimp are ful ly cooked.

Remove from the wok from the EGG. Serve the stir fry with the rice in the

cored pineapple. Garnish with chopped scall ions and enjoy!

Ingredients

• 1 pineapple

• 1 lb. shelled, deveined

shrimp

• 1 bell pepper, sl iced into

thin strips

• 2 tbsp canola oil

• ¼ cup teriyaki sauce

• 2 tbsp Big Green Egg

Vidalia Onion Sriracha

Barbecue Sauce

• 1 tbsp lime juice

• 1 cup cooked white rice

• 2 scall ions, chopped

• Salt to taste
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The Dometic MoBar series offer the ultimate
mobile bars for your outdoor living space.
Professionally graded with a timeless state-of-
the-art patented design, they don’t
compromise style for functionality or
convenience, allowing hosts and guests to
socialize outdoors without ever missing a
moment. Available in different models with
additional accessories for you to make the
most of your MoBar.

DOMETIC MOBAR
19



Dometic MoBar 550S

Hosting a get-together with friends and
family is one of life’s great pleasures,
but it’s not without its challenges –
especially in an outdoor setting. With
its versatile design features, stylish
presentation options and superb
cooling performance, the Dometic
MoBar 550 is a focal point for bringing
people together, while ensuring guests
are looked after. Combine being a great
host with enjoying unforgettable shared
experiences.

The Dometic MoBar 550
accommodates up to 39 wine bottles or
155 cans in the dual-zone cold storage
compartment and up to another 22
wine bottles or 32 cans in a separate
rotomolded ice basket, so you can stay
well-stocked and ready to celebrate any
occasion.

$8299.00
$5799.00 + $500 Of Included
Accessories*

Dometic MoBar 300S
Unlike built-in outdoor refrigerators, the
Dometic MoBar 300 is a fully mobile product.
The Dometic MoBar 300 accommodates up to
19 wine bottles or 70 cans in its main fridge
and up to another 22 wine bottles or 32 cans
in a separate rotomolded ice basket.

$5529.00
$3869.00 + $500 Of Included
Accessories*

Dometic MoBar 50S
The Dometic MoBar 50 accommodates up to
22 wine bottles or 32 cans in its rotomolded
ice cooler.. It also comes with two additional
storage shelves for additional beverage,
garnishes, drinkware and more – right where
you need them.

$1619.00

*Limited Time Offer
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